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TRIBOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF SELF-LUBRICATING MO-S-C COATINGS
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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) belong to one of the most developed class of

materials for solid lubrication. However, one of their main drawback is the low

load-bearing capacity, particularly in terrestrial atmospheres. In our previous works,

alloying TMD thin films, of W-S, Mo-Se, and W-Se type, with carbon or nitrogen, has

been studied in order to improve tribological performance in different environments.

Excellent results were reached having the deposited coatings hardness, in some cases,

more than 10 times higher than pure sputtered TMD films.

In this work, Mo-S-C films were deposited with increasing C contents by co-sputtering

MoS

2

 and C targets. Besides the usual physical, chemical and mechanical

characterization, including the evaluation of the chemical composition by electron probe

microanalysis, the structure by X-Ray diffraction, the chemical bonding by X-Ray

photoelectron spectroscopy, the morphology by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

the hardness and the cohesion/adhesion, special attention was paid to the friction and

wear behaviour as a function of different sliding properties, such as contact load,

humidity and temperature. C-contents in the range 0-60 at.% were selected for sliding

tests (pin-on-disc, 100Cr6 steel ball as a counterpart). To analyze the wear

mechanisms, the wear tracks and the wear debris were studied by SEM and 3D white

light profilometer. The chemical changes in both the coating wear tracks and the ball

wear scars were determined by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). The wear

tracks and wear debris were also analyzed by Raman spectroscopy to understand the

structural transformations.

Despite relatively low hardness not exceeding 4 GPa, the wear resistance of the films

was sufficient and the coatings protected substrate even at the highest applied loads.

The friction coefficient continually decreased with increasing load thanks mainly as a

consequence of the formation of a thin self-lubricant layer on both sliding elements of

the pair. As a general trend, the friction and wear rate slightly decreased with

increasing carbon content.
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